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Welcom�!
W�’r� gla� yo�’r� her�.
You may not know it, but you’ve just taken the first step
towards joining a community of like-minded, tenacious,
fascinating people who will embrace your dream, your project,
and you – the Domegaia community.

Whether you’re interested in the Domegaia system, just
Aircrete, or something else entirely, we’re here to help. This
guide serves as an introduction to the methods, recipes, and
philosophy behind Aircrete and dome construction, but it just
barely scratches the surface.

When you learn just how simple, intuitive, and achievable
these methods are, we believe you’ll be amazed and inspired –
just like we were. It puts homebuilding and the life you want
to live within reach.

Basic tools, simple equipment, and materials you can find
anywhere on the planet – plus a few helping hands – and you
could build your dream. That’s what we’re all about.

Here’s to you and your building adventures ahead!

&

Domegai� Buildin� Phil�soph�
In order to make building not only easy to do but also
cost-effective no matter where you are in the world, our
philosophy behind everything we teach is based on using the
simplest tools and methods possible.

That way, if someone living in Vietnam, California, or Haiti
wants to build with our methods, they can find supplies,
create the tools and be successful.

Domegai�
Missio�
We are on a mission to empower
extraordinary people with
ordinary means to build and live
their dreams.
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Ou� Founde�’� Stor�
Domegaia’s founder, Hajjar Gibran, is a lifelong inventor and
spent his life hunting for new and innovative ways to build
beautiful, low-cost, high-quality homes.

He experimented with every imaginable building material
until he discovered what he felt was the perfect material and
coined the term ‘Aircrete’.

He invented an Aircrete Building System because he believed
that Aerated Concrete (Aircrete) is a key ingredient in the
development of low-cost, eco-friendly, high-quality homes.

Until then, Aircrete was only used for large industrial and
commercial buildings, and the equipment to make Aircrete
was large and expensive and out of reach for the common
person.

Hajjar and his son Joel Haggar were the first to invent
low-cost, portable Aircrete equipment that allows anyone to
build with Aircrete anywhere in the world.

This year, Joel and his partner Ella, were given the torch to
keep Domegaia’s legacy going in the world. They have visions
to light the path ahead for new students and building projects
around the world.
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Aircret� 101
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Wha� i� Aircret�?
Domegaia coined the term Aircrete in 2014, but it is also
known as Aerated concrete, cellular concrete, foamed
concrete, or lightweight concrete.

For years, Aircrete was only created commercially with the use
of heavy-duty equipment. However, when Domegaia founder,
Hajjar Gibran, discovered the properties of Aircrete, he
invented special foam generators called the Little Dragon and
the DragonXL to make it available to everyone.

Anyone wanting to build
with aircrete can produce
the foam required for
Aircrete by combining
high-pressure air and a
soap solution.

Aircrete is a type of
lightweight masonry
concrete made by
infusing tiny bubbles of air

(in the form of foam) as a substitute for traditional aggregate
(such as gravel or sand) into a Portland cement slurry.

Aircrete is simply a mixture of water, cement powder, and a
water-based foam.

The Aircrete mixture can be cast into molds or forms to make
Aircrete blocks or round shapes or entire slabs and walls.

The Key is the Foam
Aircrete foam is produced by agitating a foaming agent with
compressed air. A good quality degreasing dish detergent can
be used as a foaming agent.

Not just any foam works for aircrete, it is a high-quality,
specialized formula with a specific density.
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Benefit� of Aircret�
THE MAGICAL MATERIAL
 
LOW COST: Aircrete is simply one of the best low-cost
building materials there is on the market. Part of its
affordability is that It plays a dual function as both insulation
and a structure.  When aircrete is used with Domegaia’s
building methods there is no wood or steel supports needed.
In addition, the foam expands the volume of cement by a
factor of 5 - 7, which reduces the amount required to build.
Just one liter of dish detergent with 10 gals of water makes
enough foam to produce about 2 cubic meters or 70 cubic
feet of Aircrete.

EASY TO FIND MATERIALS & TOOLS: Building with Aircrete
relies on basic materials that are easy to find anywhere in the
world.

CUSTOMIZABLE: Aircrete is incredibly versatile as it takes the
shape of anything you form it into. Even after Aircrete
becomes solid, it's easy to chisel, saw, cut holes into, craft into
irregular shapes, and so much more.

LIGHTWEIGHT: When you picture
lifting heavy slabs of rammed earth or
adobe bricks in the sun, rain or wind,
the vision becomes a little bleak. Most
alternative building materials become
grueling work with repeated lifting of
heavy loads. Aircrete is light and easy

to pick up over your head. All ages can build with it.

PRACTICAL: If you are trying to find a low-cost, easy-to-build
system that you can build anywhere in the world and
customize to your surroundings, we think Aircrete building is
hard to beat.

ECOLOGICAL: If you are concerned with our ecology like we
are, then Aircrete will have a special appeal to you too. Aircrete
has gained international recognition as an ecological building
material because of its resource efficiency. Its reduced
environmental impact is only getting better as greener
alternatives to Portland cement continue to be developed.

NON-FLAMMABLE: A small flame can become an inferno very
quickly in a conventional wooden home. Even if the fire
doesn’t destroy your stick frame house, the fire department
likely will in the process of trying to extinguish the fire.
Aircrete is fire resistant.

WATER RESISTANT: Water damage is a constant threat to
wood, adobe, cob, straw bale, compressed earth, and even
metal buildings. Aircrete will not be damaged by water like its
counterparts. However, Aircrete is not waterproof unless
coated with a waterproof coating.

PEST PROOF: Insects and rodents are another annoying
threat to buildings. They find every nook, crack, and cranny.
Conventional homes are full of seams, joints, and layers that
invite pests to burrow. Regardless of the initial quality, as a
conventional home ages it becomes more accommodating to
pests.  In many parts of the world, houses are fumigated with
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toxic chemicals to control termites, cock roaches, and other
pests.  It’s an endless battle.  I’m not sure what’s worse; the
pests or the chemicals.  It’s a hopeless situation for most
houses in the tropics.  With tight windows and doors, a
structurally reinforced Aircrete dome home is impervious to
pests of all kinds.

ELEGANCE: There is something intangible, freeing, and
uplifting that soothes your soul the moment you create a
curve, a dome, or an archway.  Aircrete allows you to enjoy
graceful arches, round windows, and oval doorways. They give
you a sense of expansion, as though you have entered a
sacred space.  Structurally reinforced Aircrete domes are
extraordinary, and they provide something that conventional
rectangular buildings simply cannot.

PRIDE:  When you learn a new skill, you find an aliveness
inside that empowers you. Aircrete was meant for people who
want to dive in and use their hands to build something on
their own terms.

TIME TO BUILD: Most creatures build their home in a day.
Taking a lesson from nature, we created a building system
that uses basic methods to create an exterior structure within
an average of 10 days. During our workshops, we build a 16’
exterior structure in 10 days. Building a structurally reinforced
Aircrete dome home is achievable for most people. Especially
if you do it with others.

BRINGS PEOPLE TOGETHER: Work becomes play when we
help each other.  It will be one of your life’s most memorable
events. Building your own home with friends and family is a

deeply satisfying accomplishment that too few people
experience.  Yet still the greatest joy comes from living in it
and sharing it with friends.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL: A big advantage to building with
Aircrete is its insulation properties. The millions of air cells that
form create a uniform, dense thermal mass and insulator.
Walls can be poured into the desired thickness to suit your
climate to keep you cool during the summer and warm in the
winter.

LIMITED EQUIPMENT NEEDED: Most building systems
require heavy equipment to build, which takes up space and
require the need for elaborate delivery methods, but Aircrete
requires a very small amount of equipment to create an entire
structure.

EASY TO LEARN: We have spent years refining our teaching
methods and tools to make building easy to learn. In the past,
building with Aircrete was kept in the hands of professionals
using very expensive tools. Now, the Domegaia Building
System has taken the guesswork out of it.
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Wa�� t� Us� Aircret�
Aircrete is a DIY’ers dream building material. It's versatile as it
takes the shape of anything you form it into. Even after
Aircrete becomes solid, it's easy to chisel, saw, cut holes into,
craft into irregular shapes and so much more.

It’s important to know that the way we use Aircrete is often
part of an Aircrete Strength Building System which includes
Aircrete as the inner material with a coating of stucco,
reinforcing fabric and natural plasters.

The best way to start an Aircrete project is to form Aircrete
blocks. These serve as the basic building blocks of most
projects. Read about ‘How to Make Aircrete Blocks’ using our
Prefab Aircrete forms or ‘How to Make DIY Aircrete Forms’.

If your project is not benefited from making blocks, you will
need to create a version of a mold to pour the aircrete to cure.

Domegaia’s Growing list of Ways to Use
Aircrete:

1. Multi-Dome Home
2. Dome or Arch Yoga Studio
3. Concert Bandshell
4. Dome Glamping ‘A-frame’ Units
5. Popular Dome AirBnb Rentals
6. Dome or Arch Artist Studio
7. Dome Grotto for Spa

8. Aircrete Sauna
9. Roof support beams
10. Aircrete ridge beam
11. Aircrete roof rafters
12. Acoustical Music Dome
13. Cheese aging Cave
14. Storage Root Cellar
15. Aircrete Hunting Cabin
16. Retaining Walls
17. Wall Panels
18. Aircrete Slab
19. Aircrete Pavers
20. Tilt up aircrete Walls
21. Raised Garden Bed
22. Floor Slabs and Subflooring
23. Precast Blocks
24. Insulation Systems
25. Underground pipe insulation
26. Poured insulated floor decks
27. Acoustic floor underlayments and shock absorption
28. Fill for abandoned tanks, mines, hollow blocks and

pipelines
29. Load reducing fill over an underground structure
30. Landfills
31. Filling in uneven rock surface
32. Walk-In Refrigerator
33. Bridge approach fills
34. Ponds and pools
35. Outhouse
36. Quonset hut
37. Aircrete Storage Shed
38. Fencing
39. Planters
40. Insulation under RV Homes
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41. Dog House or Kennel
42. Statues
43. Giant Letters or Numbers
44.Wall shelves carved into Aircrete Wall
45. Bookcase
46. Decorative Solid Bench
47. Storage shelves
48.Custom Headboard
49. Bird Bath
50. Aircrete Dock
51. Floating Candle Holders
52. Stepping stones
53. Fake Landscape for miniature models for train set
54. Bedside Lamp Stand
55. Garden Balls
56. Holiday Props ex. Gravestones, Snowman
57. Decorative trim around windows and archways
58. Privacy Walls
59. Outdoor Shower
60. Garden or Entrance Archway
61. Patio Shade Arch
62. Giant Chess Game and Pieces
63. Bed Platform
64. Foundation Perimeter Frost Break Insulation
65. Pour on Roof Insulation
66. Custom Built In Furniture
67. Aircrete Mortar
68. Wind Block
69. Aircrete Sculpture

Aircret� R-Valu� &
Therma� Mas�
AIRCRETE INSULATION PROPERTIES

In order to reduce energy consumption and enhance the
thermal comfort of occupants in the building sector, it is vital
to use insulative materials with suitable thermal properties.

Let’s look at what goes into an aircrete building’s energy
consumption (EC).

BUILDING INSULATION

WHAT IS R-VALUE: R-value refers to the ability of a material to
resist heat flow.

This is measured by
applying a heat source
to one side of the
material and
measuring how much
heat is lost on the
opposite side of the
material.  For example,
70 degrees is applied to
one side of a wall, and
50 degrees is measured on the other side of the wall. This is a
20-degree loss in heat.   The actual method to calculate
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R-value is much more complicated and takes into account
the air temperature on each side of the wall.

The higher the R-value the less heat is transferred to the other
side and therefore providing a higher insulation value or
thermal performance.

R-value can be measured for both heat entering from the
outside in, in hot climates or summer months, and from heat
escaping from the inside out in the winter months or cold
climates.

When evaluating a material's R-value, it is not enough to
evaluate R-value as an isolated variable. It is critical to
understand that it behaves in conjunction with a material's
thermal mass.

WHAT IS THERMAL MASS:
Thermal mass is the ability of a material to absorb and store
heat energy and then release it gradually. Insulating materials,
on the other hand, prevent heat from passing through them.

Materials such as concrete or bricks are highly dense and
require a lot of energy to be heated or cooled. On the other
hand, materials such as timber are less dense and do not
need to absorb much energy for smaller changes in
temperature. The more energy it takes to affect a temperature
change of the material, the higher the thermal mass. The
time it takes for the material to store and then release the
heat energy is referred to as thermal lag.

The higher the thermal mass, the longer the thermal lag.

IMPACT ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY:
Thermal mass materials have the ability to absorb and store
heat before releasing it later on when necessary. They act as
heat sinks during the daytime and as heat sources during the
nighttime.

This allows the house to heat and cool itself based on heat
release from materials, lowering the need for additional
heating.

Thermal mass absorbs heat in the daytime and releases heat
during the nighttime. Hence, using thermal mass materials
can help buildings remain cooler in the day and warm up
during the night. In tropical climates, this type of material
could delay the outdoor-to-indoor heat transfer during peak
daytime hours.

High thermal mass materials maintain indoor temperatures
within desirable ranges without extreme energy
consumption.
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Some thermal mass is desirable in climates where there are
large temperature swings between day and night as the
thermal mass will help create a more even temperature as it
loses heat slowly during the colder periods.

It’s important to note that relying on thermal mass has its
limitations. For example, in environments with minimal sun, a
high thermal mass building will not significantly offset winter
heating demands. However, it may be sufficient for shoulder
season demands (spring and autumn).

EXAMPLES OF MATERIALS:

Let’s look at examples of the interplay between thermal mass
and R-value.

A solid concrete wall has a high thermal mass but a very low
R-value.  If you apply heat to one side for a short time it will
not be felt on the other for a long time.  Once the heat is
transferred, the majority of the heat will be felt because the
low R-value will not reduce the amount being transferred.

This means that it will take time for the heat to transfer from
one side to the other, but once it does transfer there will not
be much of a temperature loss.

It also means that even after the heat source is removed, heat
will still be released from the thermal mass because it had
previously absorbed the heat and will continue to release the
heat slowly.

In contrast, a thin steel wall has low thermal mass and
R-value. In this case, heat applied to the surface will be
instantly experienced on the other side and will also rapidly
cool once the heat is removed.

AIRCRETE HAS BOTH: R-VALUE & THERMAL MASS

Aircrete has both R-value and thermal mass, a unique
property for a building material.  Consider the fact that most
insulation products have no thermal mass but have a high
R-value, and building materials such as concrete, adobe, and
rammed earth have thermal mass but have a very low
R-value.

There is no set recipe for aircrete, as the exact amount of foam
or air bubbles depends on how the aircrete will be used.
Generally, aircrete with higher proportions of foam or air
bubbles will offer less compressive strength but higher
insulation capacities.

From tests conducted on various samples of aircrete across
several different producers, an approximate R-value of R2 per
inch is a reasonable estimate. For $300 to $500, you can have
your sample tested by a lab with a thermal conductivity test
in a hotbox.

There is a certain website that claims Aircrete has an R-value
of 6, but this is a low-quality article with a lot of misleading
information that appears to be written simply to rank in
search engines.
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Comparing aircrete R-value to the R-values of other products
is difficult because the whole picture needs to be considered.
Most traditional building systems require multiple layers and
materials to make up a completed finished wall, with each
one having a different R-value.

For example, it is estimated that a typical 2 x 6 wall with R-20
insulation will actually perform at R-12 when you factor in the
thermal bridging of the framing and drywall. In addition, a
large percentage of heat transfer in a building is due to air
movement through the wall, which are common problems
with traditional building systems. With an aircrete wall, the
whole wall is made of one solid material, and no opportunity
for air infiltration.

We estimate you can build an Aircrete wall with twice the
actual thermal performance of a traditional 2x6 wall for the
same cost.

Aircret� Wal�
Thicknes�
Let’s tackle the question, ‘How thick should my walls be?’

Well, the answer lies in your own needs. Typically Aircrete wall
thickness falls in the range of 4” to 12”.

Most small domes have a 4”-6” wall thickness.
Medium size to larger domes have  6-8” wall thicknesses.

If you want to achieve exceptional thermal performance, use a
10”-12” wall thickness (that’s double the insulation of a
conventional house).

Please consult an engineer for a detailed structural analysis of
your planned structure or dome.

Here’s what to consider when deciding your wall thickness:

Purpose of Structure - What use will the structure have?
Storage? Sauna? Residence?

Noise - Are you in a quiet area? Do you want to play music in
it? Do you want to drown out noise from nearby?

Dome and Arch Diameters - The larger the diameter the
thicker the blocks should be.

Recommendation: 6” or thicker for domes larger than 20’
diameter
Recommendation: 4” - 8” thickness for domes less than 20’
diameter

GENERAL RECOMMENDATION:

Generally, our recommendation is 6-8” inches thick walls for a
strong, multi-purpose, all-seasons structure.
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Th� Domegai�
Aircret�
Buildin�
S�ste�
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Th� Equipmen�
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Makin� Aircret�
When you make Aircrete, you want it to have a consistent density and perfect bubble
matrix throughout the material.  This gives you the best insulation and structural integrity.
There are several ways to make Aircrete, the Domegaia Aircrete Building System has
proven to be one of the most reliable methods of producing consistent results time and
again.  The tools are easy to use, portable, and you can use this system anywhere in the
world.
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Ho� t� Mak� Aircret�
THE MAGICAL FOAM

THE GOAL:

The goal in making aircrete is to create the perfect mass of
bubbles, also known as foam.

The perfect foam for aircrete lies within a density range. If the
foam is too dense or too light the Aircrete is not right for a
building project.

With the help of your Dragon and mixer, the result is a
magical blend of air inside and cement.

Get ready to make aircrete!

OBJECTIVES:

I will know how to mix the ingredients: 1) Foaming
Agent Reservoir and 2) Mixing Bucket

I will know how to weigh foam

I will know how to use the equipment involved with
aircrete

I will know how to make aircrete
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Aircret� Ingredient�
SIMPLE & INEXPENSIVE

FOAMING AGENT (Dish Soap)
WATER
CEMENT
FOAM
*GLYCERIN

FOAMING AGENTS
Making AirCrete requires good quality
foam.  The best foam is long-lasting and
firm.  If the foam dissolves too quickly the
AirCrete will collapse.  The density of the
foam is also critical.  If it is too light, with
too much air, the Aircrete will collapse.
Use a kitchen scale to check the weight
of your foam.  It should weigh between
90 - 100 grams per liter or about 3 oz / qt.

Many commercial foaming agents are
detergent based and they produce very
similar foam as good quality dish
detergent.

We tested Seventh Generation Natural Dish Liquid, Dawn
Ultra, Safeway Home, and Axion dish detergents.  Seventh
Generation Natural Dish Liquid and Axion outperformed the
other dish detergents.

They contain a high quantity of sodium lauryl sulfate and
glycerine. Glycerine is added to soap to allow the bubbles to
hold shape for longer.

Dilute the detergent 40 parts water to 1 part detergent  (5
gallons water / 2 cups detergent).

Commercial protein-based foaming agents produced slightly
better quality foam then the detergents in our tests. Drexel
Foam Concentrate works very well diluted 160/1 - 4 oz / 5
gallons water.

Sourcing Foaming Agents

United States and Canada: 7th Generation Dish Detergent.

In Mexico and Latin America use: Axion brand, however, you
will need to add 30 ml of glycerine for every 5 gal of water.

Costa Rica: Use a brand called: Acibril. It works very well with
no added glycerine.

Other Brands: Other dish detergents are more watery due to
the lack of glycerin. You must add glycerin If using an agent
that is not Seventh Generation. Last resort, use less water,
cutting back by �⁄� gallon until desired consistency.

There are other products that may be used as foaming
agents. We have experimented with Drexal and a
protein-based foaming agents. In the end, we decided
Seventh Generation is our favorite.
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CEMENT
Bags of cement will be easily available locally. You MUST use
pure portland cement. The brand is irrelevant, but be sure
that there are no added aggregates or accelerants. Usually in
the USA Portland Cement comes in 94 lb bags thus our recipe
is created around this quantity.

WATER
For most climates and locations, adding water is simple.
However, something to keep in mind if you are in a 55 degrees
F or colder environment, the stability of your bubbles that
form inside the foam will decrease and the soap in the diluted
foaming agent (if you are using soap) will solidify. In such
conditions use water between 95-105 degrees to make the
foaming agent and to mix the cement.

FOAM
Foam is the secret sauce in aircrete.

*GLYCERIN
Glycerin makes the bubbles stronger.
Tensile strength of foam increases with
glycerin resulting in longer-lasting foam.
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Aircret� Recip�
BATCH SIZE: 45 gallons of Aircrete
MAKE TIME: 10 - 15 minutes

Tip: We highly encourage you to make single bag batches of
aircrete. If you keep your batches small, you will make sure
your aircrete is a good quality every batch and you will avoid
the risk of finding out a  large number of your bricks are not
usable.

Aircret� Checklis�
AirCrete Mixing Equipment

Dragon Foam Generator
Foam-injection mixer, or another appropriate mixer
Air-compressor (at least 2.5 cfm)

Tools
1 Scale (digital kitchen, postal or another accurate scale)
1 Trowel
1 Mixing Bucket (55 gallon drum) or Trash 55 gallon
Trash can
1 Foam Agent Bucket (55 gallon drum)
5 - 5 Gallon Water Buckets
1 - 1 Quart Container
1 - 1 Litre Container
1 Permanent marker (ex. Sharpie)

Ingredients

Seventh Generation Dish Detergent
6 gallons of Water
94 lb Bag of Pure Portland Cement

Optional Additions:
30 ml of Glycerin per 5 gallons of diluted foaming agent

Personal Safety Equipment
Gloves
Dust Mask
Eye Protection

PREPARATION STEPS:
Let’s look at the steps of equipment in the Aircrete System.

Setup your Domegaia Forms:

Aircrete starts to set up within minutes so be sure to have
your forms set up ahead of time, ready to receive your fresh
Aircrete (read Chapter 4: Form Section)

Make sure you have Set up your Domegaia Aircrete Building
System:

Prepare the following:

Set up your Dragon XL
Set up your Foaming Agent Reservoir Bulkhead
Set up your Foam Injection Mixer
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Le�’� Ge� Sta�te�…
THE FOAMING AGENT BUCKET: SOAP WATER

STEP 1: Fill a 5 Gallon bucket with water.

STEP 2: Measure out 16 fl oz of Dish
Detergent.

TIP: Fill a quart container with dish
detergent and weigh it at 16 oz. Then
mark the same container with a line from
a sharpie (permanent marker) where the
soap line is. This way you won’t have to
weigh the soap for every batch you make.

STEP 3: Add Dish Detergent into the 5 gallon water bucket.

TIP: Rinse out the quart container
in the water bucket to ensure all of
the dish detergent has transferred
into the water.

STEP 4: Add this soap-water
mixture to the Foaming Agent
Reservoir.

Repeat Steps 1 - 4  (above steps) 5 more times (6 batches in
total).

Result: You’ll end with 30 gallons of water containing 96 oz of
soap.

TIP: When making multiple soap water batches, it is easy to
assume that a bucket of water has had soap added to it.
Bubbles don’t necessarily mean that the water has had soap
added to it because bubbles may be residue from the last
batch.

TIP: If you’re doing this with a partner, have one person
pouring the dish detergent and one person filling a bucket
with water. Assign one person to count the batches.

TIP: When you measure your dish soap for the first time in a
quart or liter cup, take a permanent marker and mark the top
line of the dish soap on a level surface.

MAKING THE PERFECT FOAM:
THE RIGHT WEIGHT

STEP 1: Tare your scale by placing a clean empty quart
container on the scale and pushing the tare button.

STEP 2: Check to see if you have set the scale accurately, by
placing the quart back on the scale and seeing a zero weight
reading.

STEP 3: Prime the Dragon. Prime the pump by running it
before you attach the air hose until liquid comes out of the
foam wand. If there is no liquid in the pump before the air
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hose is attached, the air pressure will keep the foaming agent
from entering the system.

STEP 4: Attach the air compressor hose to the Dragon with
the ball valve closed (the valve connected to the pressure
regulator). Make sure the output pressure on your compressor
is at least 90 psi. (see page. X for insertion point).  Turn on the
air compressor and allow it to fully charge.

STEP 5: Switch on the Dragon XL.

STEP 6: When liquid comes out of the wand, open the air ball
valve slowly and adjust the pressure regulator with tiny
adjustments.

STEP 7: With the foam wand in one hand and a plastic quart
container in the other, you’ll see the thin soap water come out
of the wand for the first second (do not fill the quart container
with this water). When you see the foam wand start to expel
thick foam, pour this foam into a quart container.

STEP 8: Close the ball valve and turn the dragon switch off.

Weighin� Th� Foa�
STEP 9: The newly filled quart container will be messy and
overfilled. Remove excess foam on the top with your hand and
scrape off foam clinging to the sides for exact weight.

TIP: Getting the foam to the right weight may take 3 or 4
measurements to find the range. No worries, you’ll get the
hang of it.

STEP 10: Weigh your foam quart on a scale. You’re looking for
foam that weighs between 90 and 100 grams.

IDEAL FOAM WEIGHT RANGE
( MORE AIR) LIGHTER 90 GRAMS —---  100 GRAMS PER QUART ( LESS AIR)

HEAVIER

If your foam is too light: Remove air by turning the air
pressure down (counterclockwise to the minus -). Less air
pressure produces heavier foam.

If your foam is too heavy: Add air by turning the air pressure
up  (clockwise to the minus +). More air pressure produces
lighter foam.

TIP: Adjusting the weight of the foam may only mean a slight
turn of the dial ex. ¼ turn, ½ turn.

TIP: If the foam is too heavy or too light, the AirCrete is more
likely to collapse.
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In a separate container prepare…

THE MIXING BUCKET: CEMENT

STEP 1: Add 6 gallons of water to a separate 55-gallon bucket.
This is your mixing bucket.

STEP 2: Run the mixer while gradually adding 94 lbs of pure
Portland cement to the water.

TIP: DO NOT breathe the cement dust.
Wear a safety mask.

TIP: Water before cement makes mixing
easier.

Step 3: Check with a mixing stick for lumps in the bottom of
the bucket. It is important that the cement is consistently
mixed.

Result: A well-blended bucket of cement.

At this point in the process, you’ll have two buckets:

1) The Foaming Agent Reservoir: Containing the Foaming
Agent
2) Mixing Bucket: Containing the cement/aircrete

COMBINING THE FOAM AGENT BUCKET WITH
THE MIXING BUCKET

STEP 1: Connect the foam wand to the foam injection mixer
(see page X for insertion point) this may be done before
mixing the cement and water.

STEP 2: With the mixer end submerged in the cement slurry,
turn on the mixer.

STEP 3: Turn on the Dragon pump and open the air valve
while the mixer is running.

STEP 4: The mixer will start combining the foam and the
cement gradually. Stir in even rotations with the mixer blade
end. The foam is light and wants to float on top. Keep the
mixing blades submerged and raise the mixer up and down
as the aircrete expands to fill the bucket.

STEP 5: The aircrete will fill the container up to 45 gallons
level. Just below the top. 
STEP 6: Keep the blades submerged in the bucket and turn
off the Dragon.

You will now have 45 gallons of aircrete ready to pour into
your forms. Aircrete starts to set up within minutes so it’s best
to pour your aircrete immediately.
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Wha� Nex�?
START BUILDING YOUR DREAM

Follow us on YouTube for more educational videos and
information https://www.youtube.com/@domegaia

HOW CAN I STAY CONNECTED?

It means the world to us when you pass on your experience by
word of mouth or the various social channels:

FIND US ON:

@domegaia_

DOMEGAIA

facebook.com/domegaia

ATTEND A WORKSHOP

Ready to be a Domie? We’ve turned more than 1000 people in
10 countries into confident dome builders. Now it’s your turn.

10-DAY DOME-BUILDING WORKSHOP

It’s a little like summer camp, only much better. Over the
course of ten days, you’ll use your own hands to mix and pour
Aircrete, cut and stack bricks, build archways, and more –
while eating, laughing, and sharing skills with each other.

3-DAY AIRCRETE MASTER CLASS

This lightweight, versatile, sustainable material can be used to
make everything from pizza ovens to full-scale dome villages.
At Domegaia’s weekend Aircrete Masterclass, you’ll learn
everything you need to know about Aircrete, from how to
make it to a hands-on project you’ll help build. No building
experience is necessary, and all skill levels are welcome!

BOOK A CONSULTATION

Book an hour with Domegaia’s seasoned Aircrete and
dome-building experts to talk about your vision and goals.

Visit: domegaia.com for more information
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Domegai� Recipe�

AIRCRETE
6 Gallons Water
94 lbs. Pure Portland Cement
Expand with foam to 45 gallons

AIRCRETE MORTAR
3 quarts Water
8 quarts Pure Portland Cement
Expand with foam to 4 gallons

STUCCO SCRATCH COAT
Half Bag of Stucco mix
3 quarts Water (or to consistency)

FOAMING AGENT
16 oz Seventh Generation Dish Liquid
5 Gallons Water

FOAM DENSITY/WEIGHT
90-100 grams per qt/L
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